discussed the similarity solutions of the ZD KdvBurgers equation using Lie group analysis and examined some features of these invariant solutions, they could not obtain the exact travelling wave solution.
The KdV-BUrgerS equation is a nonlinear partid differential equation which arise in the study of many physical problems [1,2]. Recently it has received much attention [3-51. In this paper, we use a computer algebra system to search for appropriate exact solutions to the ZD KdV-BWgerS equation. Travelling wave solutions are obtained. We prove that the solutions can be expressed as a sum of shock wave solutions of a ZD Burgers equation and solitary wave solutions of a ZD Kdv equation. At the time of writing the authors have not seen two-dimensional results like these in the literature. Although Barrera and Brugarino [6] discussed the similarity solutions of the ZD KdvBurgers equation using Lie group analysis and examined some features of these invariant solutions, they could not obtain the exact travelling wave solution.
We attempt to h d the exact solution to the ZD Kdv-Burgers equation of the following form:
(u,+uu,-mu,,+nu,,),+su,, =O (1)
where U = u(x, y. t ) is a function of x, y and I, coefficients m, n and s are real constants. Equation (1) 
to the bilinear form: 
where k, 1 (the wavenumbers in the x and y direction, respectively) and zo are arbitrary real constants. The parameter w (the frequency) is determined by the following dispersion relation :
-wk -P +s12=0.
(7)
In order to search for a travelling wave solution of ~~Kdv-Burgers equation ( I ) using a computer algebra system such as Marhemarim, we construct a transformation
The transformation (8) reduces (1) 
and I is an arbitrary constant.
(1) as follows:
From (5), (8) 
(u,+uu,~6nu,,,),+su,=O
UKdv-dX, Y , t)=uB(x, y. t ) 7 (1/6)U~dv(X, y. 2). (ii) Computer algebra systems are extremely useful tools, especially when used to solve computationally tedious problems. In our application, we used Mathemarica to find a class of exact solution of a nonlinear partial differential equation. -6251-2 * n-3 *s)/( 125m *n-2)}]
